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Tacit Governance
Essay by David Weinberger, May 12, 2008
Since governance is, like speaking, co-extensive with the rise of civilization, it’s curious that it
has such a bad name. Or perhaps it’s not so curious. Governance, as an explicit social structure,
codified and implemented, arises when tacit governance fails. At its best, explicit governance is
a response to a breakdown. It rarely restores a society to its prior, unbroken state.
Governance is made explicit as a scar. Scars are useful. They can even be honorable. But they
generally mark wounds. The lack of explicit constitutions and explicit rules often is a sign of
health.
The vastest stretches of the Internet’s surface are as yet unblemished by explicit governance.
Tacit governance, however, is the surface of the Net. The Net is most of all a new social space in
which people gather in groupings familiar and odd. All human intercourse has some form of
governance, for otherwise the participants have no way to talk. Conversing (in its broadest
sense) requires not only a common language, but also some set of core expectations about the
boundaries of the conversation. Those expectations steer the conversation; “governance” comes
from the Greek for steering.
The expectations that steer human intercourse are rarely laid out, in the real world or on line.
Since our interactions always occur within some context, we assume the norms of that context:
In Boston, we’d be fine with our cab driver spontaneously expressing support for the Red Sox,
but we would be surprised if the cab driver pulled over, unasked, to show us how well she plays
the tuba, no matter how well she plays it. There is no explicit rule about this because there
doesn’t need to be. If, however, cab drivers start regularly giving curbside tuba performances, a
“You are entitled to a tuba-free cab” rule will be posted. Rules can also be useful guides to
norms when we can anticipate cultural strangers may be coming along for the ride.
The fuzziness of norms is their strength. We need the looseness of norms to enable us to be with
one another in surprising ways. The narrower, more explicit, and less ambiguous the norms,
often the deader the social interaction: “Come now, Marjorie, you know that we raise our hands
before speaking.” Norms are not rules that have yet to mature. Rules are norms that have failed.
Governance and rules often arise when norms not only fail to cover important cases that have
arisen, but when – as is typical – they don’t provide ways to resolve conflicts about themselves.
For example, informal discussions, on and off the Net, sometimes find themselves talking about
the discussion itself. Person One says: “Can we please stay on the topic?” Person Two says: “I
didn’t realize we had an agenda.” In the real world, Person Two may just peel off and talk to
Person Three a few feet away. On line, where the discussion itself may have some ontological
claim – it’s got a name, a place, a history, maybe a membership – People One, Two, Three, all
the way to Person n, may try to work out the norm for the sake of the discussion. Perhaps a rule
will emerge — “Kindly keep your comments on topic” – and perhaps the group will fork or die.
Once enough rules have been hammered out, a FAQ may emerge, or an introductory message
permanently pinned to the top of the discussion board. Some rules may call a ruling class into
existence: “Maria is the Flame Mistress. Use harsh words and you will answer to Maria.” The
rules may get codified not only in the sense that they’re written down but that they develop
their own cryptic expression – for example, Godwin’s Law, or the outburst “WP: BITE” at
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Wikipedia that reminds experienced Wikipedia’s not to bite the newbie’s—a shibboleth by which
the old hands recognize one another. Knowledge of the rules can itself become part of the fabric
of the group.
This is one reason why so few groups on or off the Net begin with an explicit constitution. The
task of creating explicit agreement is so onerous and so fraught with unexpressed expectations
that groups usually need the cohesion – the implicit connections – provided by living together via
norms to survive the constitutional moment.
Explicit governance that arises in response to a failure of norms is inevitable and organic,
although at times it can be disruptive and acutely painful. Governance that is imposed from
without is almost always mainly harmful. It thinks clarity and precision are virtues,
when in fact they drive out the gentle negotiation by which problems are solved and, more
important, by which groups become more than merely well-regulated collections of individuals.
This is true online and off.
But there is something special about tacit governance online: It is mediated by software, and
software comes with some abilities and not others. Code is constitution. Of course that’s true of
real world media as well, but the media that we’re used to in the real world have been so limited
that their implicit governance has felt more like limitations than possibilities. How can you talk
about the affordances of a telephone system for social interaction without beginning with its
overwhelming limitation: You can only talk, it’s really designed for talking to just one person at a
time, you generally reach someone by interrupting her. Eventually you may get around to
considering sending faxes and navigating phone trees by pressing numbered buttons, but the
essence of the telephone is expressed by its overweening lack of ambition. Net applications, on
the other hand, tend to be rich in possibilities. And even when they are not, we inhabit them
with our own inventions. For example, if you were to write a user manual for Flickr, it’d have
more sections than any normal person would want to read. And, even so, that’s not enough for
us. Flickr lets us annotate photos by drawing boxes on them with notes attached. If you come
upon a photo with concentric boxes drawn on it, there’s a very good chance you’ve come upon
people who are arguing about some feature of the photo, using Flickr’s affordances in a way
Flickr never anticipated. Flickr’s affordances are a type of tacit governance. So are the nested
boxes effortlessly invented by its users. But it will not seem like governance until someone nests
boxes in an “inappropriate” way, and someone else draws a box around them all and says,
“Dude, stop inserting your spammy boxes in the middle of our conversation.” The moment at
which Flickr has to post rules for using nested boxes is the day that the nested box norm has
failed.
Every new rule is a scab covering tender flesh. Or so we should hope.
When governing bodies look at the Internet, they see its unruliness. But most of the swirl of the
Net is in fact governed by rules so deeply implicit that even to surface them would disrupt the
creative social work underway. The overwhelming preponderance on the Net of tacit governance
over explicit is a sign of the Net’s depth, importance, humanity, health and success.
David Weinberger is the author of Joho the Blog and a Fellow at the Berkman Center for Internet
and Society at Harvard Law School.
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